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"I have long dreamed of buying an island owned by no nation, and of establishing the World Headquarters of the Dow Company on the truly neutral ground of such an island, beholden to no nation or society. If we were located on such truly neutral ground we could then really operate in the United States as U.S. citizens, in Japan as Japanese citizens and in Brazil as Brazilians rather than being governed in prime by the laws of the United States... We could even pay any natives handomely to move elsewhere."
--Carl A. Gerstacker, Chairman of the Dow Chemical Company.

On January 20, 1977, the Dow Chemical Company abandoned its plans to build a $50 million dollar petrochemical complex in Northern California's Sacramento River delta area. Dow's withdrawal appeared to be a victory for local opponents of the project who had fought Dow's plan for over two years. But the conflict did not end there. In the controversy which raged throughout the State of California -- and even reached as far as Wall Street -- Dow became industry's symbol of everything wrong with government red tape and environmental opposition to job-creating industrial progress. This symbol helped promote and legitimate a subsequent attack on state regulation which has resulted in a significant erosion of the ability of environmentalists, labor, and state officials to control further actions of industry.

This counterattack by big capital -- supported by a powerful coalition of segments of labor, various politicians, and even some naive environmentalists -- is symptomatic of a larger mobilization against progressive legislation underway throughout the country in the 1970's. Environmental controls are an important target of this movement, particularly in California, which is seen as a center for the environmentalist form of protest. Because of this, and because the highly-charged atmosphere surrounding the Dow case has inflated any serious examination of what really happened, it is important for people to hear the story.

Our purpose is not just to recount events; it is threefold: first, to strip away a veil of misrepresentation which frequently leads well-meaning people to be taken in by anti-regulatory ideology which proclaims government and obstructionist zealots to be the cause of our economic problems (and capital to be a servant of the people); second, to show that regulatory victory, while possible, is pyrrhic if the whole regulatory structure is rent to reduce the possibility of future victories (and to warn, moreover, against ready acceptance of seemingly "rational" solutions to the problems of regulatory failure); and, third, to subject the liberal faith in regulatory solutions to criticism which points out the limits to law and government as vehicles for social change.

The discussion is organized as follows:

Part I. The Effort to Regulate
Part II. The Dow Backlash
Part III. State and Regulation

1. The Effort to Regulate

A. The project and political alignments

Dow's petrochemical plant was supposed to be built on the north side of the Sacramento River, near the head of San Francisco Bay, in previously undeveloped farm land in the southern portion of Solano County. Dow wanted to manufacture plastic feedstocks such as styrene and vinyl chloride from naphtha barged in through the Bay. The ultimate source of the feedstock was Alaskan oil, soon to be available. The pilot was to
be linked by underwater pipeline with an ex- isting Dow chemical facility on the river's south shore, in the industrial belt of north- ern Contra Costa County.

Dow planned to build its complex in 13 separate segments, with a total investment of around $250 million. Positions for about 500 permanent workers would have been crea- ted and five times that many construction jobs. Atlantic Richfield (ARCO) was close on Dow's heels with an even larger project. Chemical News predicted that the two facili- ties would together produce some 90 percent of the West Coast's plastics, National Steel, Southern Pacific, and Pacific Gas and Electric all owned parcels of land nearby and expres- sed interest in development. (3) Furthermore, it is reasonable to assume that secondary fabricators, polymerization plants, and the like would have entered the region in large numbers to secure locational advantage, par- ticularly to link into the continuous flow processing which is the hallmark of the petrochemical industry. (4) Altogether, they would very likely have formed one of the largest industrial complexes on the Pacific Coast, a virtual Houston Ship Channel for Northern California.

Because of the lure of jobs, support for Dow was readily forthcoming from Bay Area Building Trades Council and the California Building Industry Association. Local business, real estate, and related interests, which typically weigh heavily in the politics of local government, had Solano County solidly lined up behind industrial development. Most local workers, whatever their position on Dow, were not an organized force. (5) Big busi- ness, through the Bay Area Council and the Commonwealth Club, was generally supportive of Dow.

Arrayed against Dow was a loose coali- tion which included representatives of Bay Area and migrant groups and local citizens concerned with the impacts of industrialisation of their areas. The coali- tion, leaning a bit at the outset toward traditional preservationist concerns with protecting open space and wetlands, was gradually pushed to realize the importance of the health, labor, and other issues in- volved in industrial growth. A critical alliance was formed along the way with local I-5 of the Oil, Chemical, and Atomic Workers Union, whose members would ultimately have a strong voice in organizing the plant. (6) They opposed Dow both for its notorious open shop policy and its failure to comply with en- vironmental standards on air pollution.

Thus, the Union's concerns about working with vinyl chloride and other known and sus- pected carcinogens covered broad community anxiety as well as direct hazards to work- ers. (7)

State government played an ambiguous role. The Brown administration tried to head off the controversy late in the game, reflecting the usual hands-off attitude of Jerry Brown himself. Ultimately, however, Brown became a wholehearted advocate of the 'bad busi- ness climate' line put forth by business critics and eagerly backed post-Dow initia- tives to ease state regulation. B. The regulatory process

Industrial siting is neither heavily nor systematically regulated in this coun- try, business protestations to the con- contrary. The process in the State of Cali- fornia is not particularly unique in being a hodge-podge of permit and planning require- ments which companies and governmental units must meet. Most -- but not all -- of these are the products of legislation passed during the heyday of the environmental movement in the late 1960s and early 1970s. They fall into four categories:

(1) County zoning and planning regula- tions. Solano County's zoning authority (in this case the Board of Supervisors) had tozone the Dow site from agricultural to manufacturing use. Also, in keeping with the State Planning and Zoning Law of 1965, all counties are required to have a General Plan to guide their zoning decisions, and this must include certain functional "elements" dealing with topics such as housing and transportation.

(2) The Williamson Act contract. Under the California Land Conservation Act of 1965 (as amended), poorly known as the William- son Act, owners of rural land can lower their tax assessments by contracting with the local government for ten years to keep the land in agricultural use (Maricle, no). Dow had such a contract on its property. Breaking this agreement requires the per- mission of the State Board of Supervisors, following a two-part test: the cancella- tion be in the interest of the public and not for a more profitable use of the land.

(3) Environmental Impact Assessment. Designated "lead agencies" were entrusted with writing for having written a complete prior Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) of 1968. The California Air Resources Board, however, insisted that an EIR be done on the Dow project, in keeping with the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) and California's Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) of 1970. The two lead agencies were the Army Corps of Engineers and Solano County Board of Supervisors, respectively.

(4) Various permits required by state and federal regulatory agencies concerning resource use and pollution discharge. Figuring most prominently in the Dow case were the air permits sought from the Bay Area Air Pollution Control District (BAAAPCD), (8) operating under authority of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970. Other important permits involved the State Water Resources Control Board, the State Land Resources Agency, and the State Coastal Conservancy. In addition, the State Water Resources. In order to facilitate the hearing process by which permits were
to be issued, the various state agencies agreed, belatedly and under pressure, to hold joint hearings in December 1976 on Dow’s several permit applications.

C. The Irresponsibility of Local Government

The Board of Supervisors and government agencies of Solano County had three responsibilities: (1) to draw up a General Plan and zone land in accordance with it; (2) to make and break Williamson Act contracts; and (3) to initiate and certify the EIR under CEQA. They clearly abdicated responsibility in all three areas out of eagerness to have Dow locate in their county. Following nominal completion of these tasks in Fall 1975, opponents of the project brought a class action suit against the Board to protest its failure to meet even the perfunctory legal obligations before it.

The rezoning of Dow’s property was carried out without regard for plaus declaration in the County General Plan as to the virtues of agricultural preservation and orderly growth. In fact, the county planning office had not even completed all of the mandatory elements of the plan and its director was consistently unsure about which sections were or were not finished. In response to criticism of the General Plan and well after certifying the Dow EIR, the county completed arrangements for a further land use study of the targeted area, for which corporate contributions were accepted. As expected, this document offered a restricted vision of the possibilities and did not consider the alternative of no industrial development at all.

Solano’s action comes as no surprise, of course, to those familiar with local government land use control practices. The reality is that localities compete for growth and that zoning has never had any real legal standing as a major lever of comprehensive planning (Downin, 1974; Babcock, 1966; Clewson, 1958; Walker, 1950). The county’s leadership had no greater wisdom than the reason to look beyond its narrow perception of the gains to be had from industrial development and to consider the implications of industrial pollution and rapid urbanization for the people of Solano and neighboring counties in the Swiss region. The majority of local officials about the issues was appalling. For example, when the county planning director was questioned whether an influx of workers seeking jobs might not worsen local unemployment, he was completely confused: “What I am saying, when you create jobs, people follow, and they will exceed the number of jobs that they provide, and your unemployment might remain about the same.” Equally amazing was the reaction at a local hearing of the chairman of the Solano Board of Supervisors, a strong advocate of Dow, to unfavorable testimony being given on the health dangers of vinyl chloride and other petrochemicals. Evidently under impression that VC was a pesticide, he asked the witness irascibly: “Young lady, have you ever seen a field destroyed by nematodes?” Well, it is a terrible thing to happen to people. This, after the Board had already approved Dow’s rezoning.

The Williamson Act contract cancellation was also quite perfunctory, despite the fact that Dow certainly had a more profitable use in mind. (12) Naturally, industrial development was seen as serving “the public interest” in the minds of legal county supervisors. The frailty of this sort of preservation mechanism is obvious. Besides, the real objective of the Williamson Act was never to protect farmland from profitable development; it was passed primarily as a device to urge large farmers and cattlemen looking for a handy tax reduction (Marilote, 1973). Despite illusions to the contrary among environmentalists and planners, it has never been very successful in halting rural-urban land conversion.

The Dow EIR was prepared and reviewed under rather suspect circumstances involving clear conflict of interest: Solano County allowed Dow directly to hire a private consultant to write up the necessary document. Furthermore, during the County review process, environmentalists were the only ones to raise substantive questions about its contents. Subsequently, the Army Corps of Engineers, the federal agency empowered to write and/or review an EIS on the project, simply signed the EIR in tacit, adding only a short and insubstantial appendix of its own. This sort of uncritical fulfillment of the legislative mandate to prepare Environmental Impact Studies is quite common, however (cf. Kreit, 1973; Carter, 1976; L. A. Things, 1977); the effectiveness of this type of review process has been through the ability of environmentalists to use them to average down projects and raise questions in public.

D. Inadequacy of the EIR

The Environmental Impact Report bears an enormous burden as an information document and source of analysis for evaluating major development projects such as Dow. The lead agencies also bear the great responsibility of critically reviewing prepared reports. Neither can ordinarily sustain its burden. Probably the EIR process should not and was not intended to provide a full and fair account of all physical and social consequences of individual projects, but the glaring absence of substantive planning and debate over the major issues of industrial and urban development forces people to turn to the EIR/EIS process out of desperation. In this case, as might be expected from the cozy authorship relation, only those firmly convinced of the virtues of petrochemical development were satisfied with the document;
The evaluation of physical impacts alone left much to be desired. The EIR treated air quality effects — the ultimate Achilles heel of Dow — as inconsequential, although there was considerable evidence to the contrary. For example, official hydrogenation emission figures from Texas, where Dow operates a similar petrochemical complex, were 100 times higher than those used in the EIR. The report virtually ignored the special problem of regulating toxic emissions, the deadly trademark of this industry. Water diversions, pollution loads, and effects of tanker spills were all treated lightly, despite the presence nearby of the Salton marsh — the single most important area for fish and wildlife conservation in the State, according to the State Fish and Game Department — and the long history of political struggle to protect water quality in the Delta and San Francisco Bay in the face of huge withdrawals for agriculture from the Sacramento system.

A major problem in assessing environmental impacts is that of scope. First of all, the EIR is supposed to deal with every project in isolation. Yet it was clearly the case that Dow's plant was only the first of thirteen, that its facility was only the first of several related factories planned for Solano County's shoreline, and that this sort of industrial development would inevitably generate complementary urbanization of the region — with all the vast and intricate impacts of that process. Second, the impact reviews were placed in the hands of government, with its narrow concerns, although they would ultimately affect a much larger region.

The issue of scope of the EIR only begins to suggest the unmanageable character of taking social and economic impacts as well as the physical ones into consideration. But even an adequate physical assessment depends on an adequate judgment of economic processes, such as urban growth and the relationships between each and the use of natural resources and labor. As might be expected, the only economic matters in the Dow EIR were those characterized of local growth-promotion ideology, e.g., "tax revenues will increase." Yes, but at what cost? Some of the questions which might have been addressed but were not are the following:

1. What are the long-term economic stability and democratic control of local government and social affairs? What sorts of alternatives are there for undeveloped counties such as Solano looking to lasso Dow's loot — must they turn to big industry?[14]

2. It is clear enough that Solano County had no special interest in addressing these kinds of questions about Dow, given its need to compete for growth from a position of weakness and its political domination by a local pro-growth alliance, large multinational corporations, and statewide building trades organizations. But it is even questionable whether under the existing rule of law EIRs and EISs can be hucksters to encompass all that should be known and discussed before industrialization takes place. In response to suits initiated by environmentalists, the scope of CEQA was expanded in Friends of Mammoth[15] to take account of more than the immediate project. But such expansion eventually runs into long-standing "due process" principles which hold that individual companies cannot be liable for the "indirect" effects of their actions. As for the inclusion of social and economic considerations in a systemic way, the intent of CEQA and NEPA remains a matter of controversy — with little headway having been made towards greater inclusiveness. Finally, there is the whole presumption of "scientific neutrality" which pervades the EIR/EIS system and makes it well nigh impossible to meet the law and still take on subjects which are intensely political by their very nature — requisites of open conflict rather than technical "solutions" for their best and most democratic resolution (cf. Walker, 1973; Hanke and Walker, 1974).}

E. State regulatory agencies and the environmental impact report

The number of different state agencies requiring permits of Dow most clearly illustrates the problems and opportunities created by fragmentation of government.[16] Dow would later protest vehemently against the state's inability to keep up with the permit process, but one should not presume from this that fragmentation necessarily worked to the company's disadvantage. In the first place, Dow's well-publicized claim that it was hamstring by having to secure 55 permits is grossly misleading, since 34 of these were air permits made necessary by Dow's insistence on applying for each of Dow's 13 units separately. From a contrary point of view, one could object just as mightily against the weakness of fragmented control: lack of systematic investigation, application of focus on only one narrow aspect of the problem at a time, varying standards, and loss of many significant factors in the fragmented review process as a whole. These weaknesses worked both to the company's advantage, as company officials well understood. In fact, when Dow was asked by state officials in 1975 whether it would
like consolidated state permit hearings, the ones we've had.

Eventually, the state agencies moved to hold joint hearings in response to the fragmentation problem. Fully two years after Dow had initiated its application and a year after local government had made its substantive decision and the EIR and EIS had been prepared. Moreover, such hearings were probably prompted less by considerations of thoroughness than by political pressures building over the Dow issue, which no one agency wanted to answer to alone and which the Brown administration wanted to ease by expediting Dow's case.

Those hearings proved a great revelation. Dow officials had not done their homework, accustomed as they were to bowling over local and state government officials in less political and less public circumstances. They failed to convince by dint of a glaring lack of useful information about their plans and gross failures of logical consistency. Local officials were shown to know or care little about the broader questions being broached by the hearing officers and the opposition. And opponents had had time to prepare a solid critique of Dow across a broad front. If the latter sounds self-serv ing, it is in fact meant to indicate the rare circumstances of the event: an organized and prepared opposition, a feeling of genuine concern and search for answers to their questions among the hearing officers, and a large corporation caught with its pants down. The issue could easily have gone the other way with such a successful confrontation.

We must warn, moreover, that the initial fragmentation of the permit process also helped Dow's opponents. At a time when the county council and organized forces provided the opportunity to learn from experience and publicize their criticisms, and allowed them greater access to the regulatory process through lawsuits and hearings. Were the agencies to have moved faster and centralized their hearings to have occurred, as they would if the opposition had formed and the issue become politicized, the chance of reassuring Dow would have been much less. Let this sort of "streamlining" of the regulatory process be what is now being pushed in California in response to Dow's commissiveness.

F. Dow's behavior and pullout

As might be expected, Dow tried to take advantage of the weaknesses of the regulatory process to further its ends, often showing a rather low regard for veracity. While we cannot be sure of all that went on behind the scenes, it appears that at least local government, all Dow had to do was be cooperative -- to show itself as benefactor of Solano County -- and let the pre-development pre- determinations of county officials, the EIR, the willing paid for the EIR, a land-use study, and compensation for encroachment of the Williamson Act. The only information anyone at this level was interested in was the unveiling was how many yubs and how much tax revenue the project would generate, and here Dow was more than willing to speak expansively of growth to come. The unpleasant consequences of petrochemical processing and industrial development were little discussed, and the dark threat of locating elsewhere, were local government to be unresponsive, always hovered in the background.

This cavalier approach to the future beyond permit approval continued in Dow's dealings with state agencies. The company was always very vague about the specifics of its investment and production plans, using the trump card of "trade secrets" whenever precise information was requested. Dow's attitude was first give us a permit, then we'll divulge our plant. Promises of performance were supposed to be taken on faith, not independently evaluated in light of actual blueprints. That such faith was very likely misguided. However, is illustrated by the disparity between Dow's air pollution emission figures and Texas Air Board measurements from a similar petrochemical complex, as noted previously. For obvious reasons, moreover, Dow chose to present its facility before the BAAQPCD as 11 individual plants, each with a different environmental impact on air quality -- quite the opposite of the glowing picture of employments, tax revenues, and economic development that the bottling plant which Dow was promoting before local government and in the press. Because only Dow had access to its investment plans, as is its legal right, any company could have its feedstock and eat it too.

Government fragmentation made such manipulation easier, as Dow gibly told one story to this agency and another story to that one. They tried to use dual standards between agencies in a similar way, claiming that these stringent OSRA air quality standards be used within the plant's gates, rather than BAAQPCD standards developed under the Clean Air Act.

When at last Dow consented to joint hearings it was out of fear of defeat. At the hearings, Dow's refusal to divulge information became a liability and contradictions became unmanageable. Their bluff had been called, and it became apparent Dow had no concrete idea about how to reduce emissions of hydrocarbons and toxic substances or how to deal with other problems associated with its plant.

Not only did Dow look bad publicly at the joint hearings, it failed to convince the other local government, all Dow had to do was be cooperative -- to show itself as benefactor of Solano
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Most politicians in California have bought the ideology of California's bad business climate and the need to "streamline" regulations. Their concrete actions since January 1977 include the following:

* Assembly Bill 844. This act narrows the scope of review of permit-issuing agencies and specifies time limits for the permit process for new industry. If agencies are late in acting, applications are automatically approved -- this, despite the evidence from the Dow case that the company was as much to blame for delay as the state by its reluctance to cooperate.

* Office of Permit Assistance in the State Office of Planning and Research (OPR). Governor Brown moved quickly to create a state "ombudsman" or clearinghouse, to help guide industry through the regulatory process.

* Facilitating an LNG terminal. The administration approved a special "one-stop" approval process for a huge LNG (Liquid Natural Gas) loading facility in Southern California, over intense environmental protest. Brown signed Senate Bill 1081cepting this project from the routine siting procedures of the State Energy Commission and California Coastal Commission, and vesting all authority in the Public Utilities Commission, the agency favored by the terminal's developers. All local regulations were also superseded.

* Planning for industrial and commercial siting. Through the State Office of Planning and Research (OPR), the Brown administration hopes to give industry advance indication of where they can and cannot locate. Under this scheme Regional Council of Government (RCOG) plans would provide advance consideration of whether industry was appropriate or not. If a project is rejected in the plan, it would be deemed approved for permits. This misguided effort is stillborn at present.

* Air tradeoffs or "emissions off-sets". The State of California, beginning with BAAEC and then the State Air Resources Board, initiated the national trend toward an "air tradeoff" policy, which was incorporated into the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977. Under this scheme new industry can locate in polluted air basins by buying up and eliminating the emission of existing industry. It is a scheme fraught with loopholes, however.

* Limiting access of opposition groups. The Sierra-Alliance, supported by many native environmentalists, requires professional intervention early in the power plant process. The company's push for panic, and the public's growing popular mobilization, which is always slow to develop. An attempt to require opponents to post bond in order to sue to enjoin construction projects was nearly signed by the
Governor, until environmental groups lobbied tenaciously for a veto.

- Appointments. Brown has increasingly courted the powerful organized voices of "moderation" in environmental control, such as the Council on Environmental and Economic Balance (CEEB) and Committee on Labor and Business (COLAB), through appointments to key environmental regulatory boards, such as the Coastal Commission and Water Quality Control Board.

- Streamlining local regulation. At the urging of OPR and its former director, some city governments, particularly San Jose, are also adopting procedures for "one-stop" permit approval for developers.

B. The implications of reform

The above "reforms" are of two kinds: substantive and procedural. It is important not to accept the legalistic separation of the two aspects of the regulator process, however, since in practice it does not consist of a set of adopted rules which are then perfunctorily applied. Procedural rules affect access to decisions, which in the struggle over implementation of laws has a decisive role in determining real outcomes. Efforts to "streamline" or affect "one-stop shopping," as the current jargon has it, must be seen not in terms of government efficiency but as ways of limiting public access to government decisions. Reforms which try to eliminate controversy from the permit phase are ways of suppressing political struggle in the interests of facilitating industrial sitting and hence in the interests of capital.

Such "reform" movements are not new. They have occurred throughout American history every time social and economic crises has significantly threatened capital accumulation. A process of mobilization of capital and state to provide the myth of efficiency, of technology, of control, in general eventually gets underway, generating an appropriate ideology as to the need for change and promoting specific reform programs. Then, typically, a dramatic event triggers a chain of political maneuvers in which reform ideology and programs are used to catalyze change. If the "rationalization" of government and society is successful, the crisis may be transcended and capital accumulation can proceed accordingly (See Walker, 1977; Harvey, 1976).

In this case: Dow provided the main event, but a movement for reform of industrial sitting procedures, land use controls, and capital controls had been in the wings since about 1970. The struggle over environmental control is inadequately told nor its dangers clearly recognized. (26) We shall not venture to do so here. But it is important to point out that even the seemingly "rational" solutions of liberal reform (as opposed to clear-cut solutions of conservative reaction such as "planning," "regionalism," "streamlining," are by and large false gods for protest groups. Frustrated with the way things are and their inability to bring about change through the avenues of democratic participation in government -- who, for example, has not despised over the state of local government in this country? -- progressive people often hope for better results through government reform. But when such reforms are promoted by and tailored to the interests of capital, chances are good that opposition groups stand to lose -- for capital would not have been so moved if it not regarded the existing state of affairs as a barrier to its own development. Moreover, the goal of progressive forces should not be to construct a more perfect government to preclude over an irrational society, but to create a structure which can be used successfully for political struggle -- from which source social progress ultimately comes.

We have too often seen environmentalists taken in by misguided hopes for rational planning, regulatory commissions, and the force of laws on the books, while neglecting the more important, if mundane, business of the organization and political mobilization of the mass of working people. This, of course, reflects environmentalists' predominately middle class base (M unclear, 1974) and their inability to break with held of the most ideological strains of American capitalism in the 20th century: faith in interest group politics instead of mass political control, in technocratic rather than democratic decision-making, in the power of law and government over civil society, in the middle class as the main progressive force in society, and in individualistic solutions. But environmentalists are not simply all class-bound, unimpassioned, or irrelevant; quite the contrary. They -- we -- have frequently encountered important social issues, challenged the rule of capital, and formed alliances with those new boundaries. It is precisely because of this progressive potential that it is so important to be educated about the regulatory process, the process of reform and change under capitalism, and the limits of environmental regulation under that system.

It is to the last topic that we now turn.

III. State and Regulation (27)

Although the regulatory system that is so popular in the United States as a means of controlling the worst excesses of capitalism has undoubtedly been an instrument of progress, it has been an instrument. The regulation of the kind initiated by the environment movement is not only not control can only go so far because it changes neither the basic structure of government.
the alignment of political power in society, the dominant ideology, nor, most important, the basic structure of capitalist production relations on which American society is based. Given the social control of capital are thereby subject to erosion if they are not capable with the continued successful accumulation of capital and reproduction of capitalist social relations.

Since this is not the place for an abstract discussion of the role of the state in capitalist society, we will confine ourselves to a few summary points. The weaknesses of government regulation are only partly problems of substance of the law and many one of procedure -- or, to put it more accurately, the weaknesses are revealed in the way the process of implementing legal initiative unfolds. (28) Given that regulation is a process, the chief shortcoming of this form of social control of capital lies in the limits to what any one initiative can change or control. While one law or institution is altered, the rest of the political and economic system falls on untouched. That structure is not, moreover, the sum of its constitutive parts -- people, institutions, and laws -- but a whole system in motion, which shapes the parts even as the parts shape it (Harvey, 1973, 1978a).

That is, the political economy of capitalism in America has powers of self-reproduction as a coherent social system, or if you will, an internal system of checks and balances against untoward change. This does not mean that change is not possible: indeed, such a system is in constant historical motion. Change and reform are the core of the process. But change which challenges the basic rules of the game -- which challenges class power, interferes with the accumulation of capital, and so forth -- comes up against powerful barriers. These barriers are not obvious, however, and tend to be overlooked in the flux of legislative victories and defeats of specific political conflicts. In part precisely because they do not preclude a process of institutional rationalization. This rationalization is geared to structure the nature of political issues and to assure themselves over the long run and in response to increasing pressure. In fact, we discover the limits to change in the political rationalization in practice by pushing for change. (29)

There are six principal barriers to successful regulation, all of which played a role in the Dow case:

(1) The state does not control the immediate decisions over production and investment; these things remain the province of the individual capital. While this may seem obvious enough, even "natural," it is good to remind ourselves that this situation is not universal across all societies, and that it poses the general problem of regulation as we know it: capital production by problem and governance as the government's place to set certain limits on the excesses of capital, not to deny capital the ability to invest, to produce what it wants and how it chooses, or the right to a "fair" profit. (30) -- much less to supplant capital as captain of industry. (31)

In the case before us, Dow took the initiative and government had to decide whether to act or not -- not a very satisfactory choice in most instances. Dow could use this power as a club to threaten local and state government with locating elsewhere. The company always held the cards as regards its plans for investment, plant blueprints, substances to be produced, etc., which it would reveal or not reveal as it chose. No one outside the company had any right to know the substance of Dow's plans, regardless of how important it was to judge the effects of building and operating the proposed petrochemical plant. Dow also helped turn defeat to its best advantage by choosing the correct moment to withdraw. Finally, had Dow been granted permits to build, actual control of the plant and its emissions would lie with the company and require constant vigilance by the regulators to secure compliance with the conditions of the permit. (32)

(2) The substance of regulatory laws is typically partial and inadequate. The social processes of industrial siting, urban growth, and production are complex and unified phenomena, which merit ongoing consideration and political conflict between those of opposing views so that we, as a people, may make the wisest decision possible about how to proceed. But the general condition that the state remain outside the production process, and limit itself to providing specific guidelines on the behavior of capital, makes this impossible. Regulation must take the form of particular interventions around the core processes of generating pollution or assessing environmental impacts. Quite apart from the problem of weak individual laws, owing to compromise and error at the legislative, administrative, or court level, we try to use regulations to oppose the plans of corporations find the compass of their criticism and of the tools at hand restricted to a few topics.

In the Dow case, vital issues such as the impact of toxic substances, the course of subsequent urbanization and industrial growth, and the social scale for politics were quite outside the official regulatory process. Industrial location itself is not even something which is regulated; only certain aspects of location and production are subject to permits, and these are confined chiefly to physical impacts. Where environmental impacts or planning in a whole are indeed, the laws have shifted away from matters of substance to matters of procedure; writing an assessment or having a general plan on hand. But procedural requirements are not sufficient by themselves -- even when they are not circumvented in practice, as they were in Dow's case.

(3) The form and the state and its rules of operation are generally consistent with
the concentration of capital. (31) The Dow case points out how the organizational and procedural obstacles to controlling capital, for example, competition among local governments to attract industry for its jobs, tax revenues, and other spinoffs, puts local officials in a supplementary position, regardless of their personal politics. Corporations use their mobility as a source of leverage on localities to secure favor- able treatment. (34) This leveraging was ultimately used on the State of California as a whole. (35) Agency fragmentation with- in and between levels of government was also used to advantage by Dow. (36) The regulatory leviathan frequently knew not what the right hand did -- a weakness which compounds the substantial limitations to regulatory laws mentioned previously. Another important example of deep-seated barriers to change is the judicial rule of the process which prevents, in cases such as this, regulators from assigning the burden of the ultimate effects of, say, urban growth, on a specific act such as Dow's decision to build -- even though their connection is economically certain. This, too, fragments regulation, keeping the state and the people from a full con- sideration of the implications of capita- list development.

(4) The direct exercise of class power in the form of political influence continues regardless of what laws have been passed. The State is more than an organization or a set of rules; it is exercised by persons, often uncon- scious and not always aware, experienced by persuasion, bribery, appeals to as- cendancy, fear, and so forth. Resistance to the ideology of capital pervades the upper social strata and is always declining as one approaches the middle level. Successful regulation requires not only sustained political commit- ment throughout the ranks of presentment and can be subverted by a failure of commitment at any of several locations: the administration, the courts, the local officials, the judiciary, etc. Laws can be broken through interpretation and prac- tice. (36)

We should add, of course, that quite evident from direct political pressure, in- fluence can be transformed through a variety of methods, from media manipulation to outright lying. Dow had enormous power by virtue of its money, commanding economic resources, and nowows its real intentions, and it made little pretence about using the powers its disposal to secure a favorable result.

(5) In addition to their direct re- sources as a class, capitalists can call on the ideology and the political alleg- ory of other classes as resources to defend their position. (37) All commitments of government offic- ials must be interpreted against the structure of the state are personal, and they can be altered by political mobilization. This is now environ- mental regulations are passed in the first place, but these victories will be pyrrhic if they are not founded on a solid founda- tion of political, social, and ideological realignment. The environmental movement never achieved such a sweeping victory; it struck quickly and from the top. When its laws began to cause certain economic dislocations, it was supported by the problems which have plagued the American economy in the 1970s, the reaction has been muted. This is nowhere more apparent than in the Dow backlash.

Mobilizing the forces of reaction has been made easier by a number of things. Economically, a crisis has struck which people do not comprehend and which they are not prepared to attribute to capital, given the dominant ideology (much nurtured in the 20th century) that capitalist growth can and should be crisis-free. (37) Ideologically, this sense of the faith (now usually with the prevailing bourgeois view of government, which, in its conservative form, looks as- bance at all government interference in the private sector and, in its liberal way, believes that government can manage the economy properly and if some- thing goes wrong, it must be the government's fault. Furthermore, environmental protection has its particular ideological milieux in the shape of the belief that growth (or jobs) and environmental quality are diametrically opposed, demanding a kind of Johnson's choice on the part of society in order to close out of recession.

Such ideas are by no means the sole province of anti-environmentalists and are nurtured within the movement itself by naive dismissals of economic analyses and middle-class obliviousness to problems of production and the working class (cf. Mar- cus, 1973). These characteristics have led, politically, to a failure by the en- vironmental movement to ally itself with labor and, as a consequence, to the exclu- sion of workers from the environmental participa- tion in most of the regulatory process in environmental matters. For their part, many workers weigh the actual and apparent negative results of environmental controls on the immediate economic level and see themselves as having no part in the decisions that must take in the process, and regard the environmental movement as a middle-class preoccupation; hence they have been susceptible to stenches anti- environmentalist propaganda leading forth from business, which cleaves Dow fight and its aftermath illustrate.

At the same time, Dow also showed the potential power of a labor-environmentalist alliance and the possibility of learning and cooperation on both sides. We do not believe that these potential obstructions to col- laboration are by any means ineradicable. Indeed, the symbol which Dow became to busi-
new was much more than a reference to gov-
ernment regulation and red-tape; business
now ran because of its fear of a broad-
based alliance of the forces arrayed against
it.

(6) Finally, the state and regulatory
laws do not control the movements of capital-
ism in general which triggers regulatory battles
and political backlash. Dow's plans were
not an isolated decision by that company
to build, but part of larger movements;
part of the life cycle of the petrochemical
industry; part of a readjustment in energy-
based industries owing to the changing
carbon cycle especially altered oil
corn on line; and part of a massive
wave of industrial decentralization to
metropolitan fringes and to the Sunbelt.
Similarly, the backlash to Dow's defeat
was not an isolated or unique event, any
more than, for instance, Proposition 13.
Such events are just triggers to applica-
sions waiting to happen in combustible
political environments. Conditions were
ripe for an anti-environmental reaction
because of the economic downturn of the
business cycle in the 1970s. Construc-
tion workers are out of jobs, businesses are
experiencing poor sales and profits,
homeworkers are finding it difficult to
pay taxes. Frumming regulations and gov-
ernment seem like ready solutions to
these problems, and to some extent this
is true. But the real culprit, the in-
stability and inequality of the capital-
ist form of economic growth, is never
addressed.

The struggle against Dow offers a
measure of hope in that it shows that some
environmentalists, labor and environ-
mentalisit, can work together and that
corporations can be caught off guard,
owing to their own arrogance and com-
placency. Small victories cannot be scored at
the moment, but as a general rule we have drawn of pota-
Dow backlash and of the self-regulating
aspects of capitalism are meant to be
subduing -- as the experience was to us
at the time. The point is not to gener-
ate despair, however. It is to help
mobilize a protest against anti-regulatory
"reforms" and to puncture the prevailing
fault among environmentalists that gov-
ernment regulation is a solution to
social problems. That fault must be
restored to its proper object: People, deocratic and collective action, and
a constant struggle for human betterment.

FOOTNOTES
1. For a more detailed discussion of the
matters covered in this paper, see
Wildes and Storper, 1974 and ms.
2. Quoted in Barnes and Muller, 1975,
p. 16
3. PG & E has subsequently applied for
a permit to build two 800-megawatt coal-fired
 generating plants at their site near Collins-
ville, as one of four sites proposed by the
company to the state. As of December 1, 1978,
this project is still in the initial stages
of the regulatory process.
4. On petrochemical processing, see
5. It was sad, however, to see black workers
and community leaders brought in from Richmond,
a distant and declining industrial center, to
speak in favor of Dow by virtue of the need
for new jobs in the East Bay. Given the skill
levels required and the inevitable importation of
petrochemical workers from outside the re-
tial, it is hard to imagine many residents of
Richmond who would have benefitted from the
plant.
6. Nominally, OCAW is well known for its
leadership in the labor movement over health
and safety issues.
7. Contra Costa County is identified on the
National Cancer Institute's Atlas of
Cancer Mortality in the U.S. as a high-
cancer-incidence area.
8. How the Bay Area Air Quality Management
District.
9. The suit was filed by Friends of the
Earth, Sierra Club, and People for Open
Space.
10. The planning director also proposed a
solution to the impact of industrial develop-
ment on the public: a green belt a few hun-
dred yards wide. This was the level at which
local officials: seemed to understand the prob-
lems of industrialization's impact on the re-
region and of controlling toxic substances.
11. He was apparently confusing WC with DOWC,
a pesticide manufactured at another Dow plant in
California which involved a controversy re-
cently for rendering workers sterile.
12. Dow was more than happy to pay a can-
cellation penalty and even offered to set
up a fund for research on agricultural land
preservation at the University of California,
Davis.
13. It should be said that these "global"
questions are quite the heart of the matter
of industrial siting decisions, and that a
good deal of attention was given to them in
the course of the Dow hearings. Although
it is altogether beyond the scope of this paper
to pursue them in depth, it should be
evident that the opposition to Dow was in
large part motivated by the view that this
development would be no means a blessing to the
region on human and economic grounds -- not
some abstract fear for "environmental quality".
14. The issue here is, again, not one of
growth versus non-growth, but of the kind
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of development and its meaning for the wel-
fare of working people and the local commu-
nity, and susceptibility to public control --
are opposed to a meaning for the profit
ledger of capital.
15. Friends of Mammoth v. Mono County Board
of Supervisors, 9 Cal. 3d 1024, 104 Cal. App. 2d
761 (1971).
16. Fragmentation at all levels: among local
governments, among state agencies, and
between levels of government.
17. See San Francisco Chronicle, January 26,
1977, p. 7. This timing also allowed Dow to
rally to a later date without having the
black mark on its record of a final
permits refusal. It appeared as if the
decision not to build was a voluntary
one. After some preliminary skirmish-
with regulatory agencies, AMCO also
pulled out a few weeks after Dow.
18. Our criticism of the backlash does not
mean that we are in agreement with
all of the goals or consequences of these
movements, however.
19. This description appeared widely in
the press, but is best characterized in a
Forbes article entitled "California:
The Golden State Is Vanished" (Jan. 15,
1977).
20. The bad business climate myth has
subsequently come in for criticism from
many sources, including Wells Fargo bank's
economists: See "California to 1990:
State Economic Forecast," San Francisco,
March 1978.
21. Such a rightward shift by a liberal
politician is by no means inevitable or
a matter of realpolitik. As Alan Wolfe
has argued (in these Times, Nov. 22-29,
p. 4), this is true even when the part of major-
ity party leaders actually backfire by
unwittingly legitimizing the right and
incapacitating the left.
22. On the rush to attract industry in
other states, at cost to the public wel-
fare and purse, see, e.g., Chernow, 1978,
23. In fact, Dow had not even applied for
the majority of its 45 required permits
at the time it withdrew.
24. For further discussion of air trade-
offs policy, its context and implications,
see Walker and Stoper, forthcoming. Air
quality controls have generally been under
attack in the state recently.
25. Power plant siting had already been
streamlined by the creation of a State
Energy Commission, which preempts local
government land use controls.
26. The only good critical views of land
use and siting reforms we know of are Rupprecht,
1974 and Heyman, 1975. A good unpublished
critique is Heyman, n.s. The number of pub-
llications urging land use control/pollution
control permits reforms are far too large to cite
here, but see, e.g., Bosselman et al. 1976;
Aha, 1975; Healy, 1976; Rupprecht, 1975;
Leonard et al., 1977.
27. Some of the arguments in this section
are made at greater length in Walker and
Stoper, forthcoming. See also Rupprecht 1974
and in this issue; Walker and Logan, 1975.
28. This emphasis on process is similar
to that of several critics of the ideology of
regulation: within the mainstream of poli-
tical science, e.g., Theodore Lowi, 1967;
Bachrach and Baratz, 1970; and Marvin Hard-
stein, 1955. Where we differ is in push-
ing the origin of the problem of the fail-
ure of law beyond such purely political
phenomena to poor legislative drafting or
"capture" of regulatory boards by interest
groups.
29. Our approach here is somewhat different
than that of many Marxist theorists of the
capitalist state. It is one thing to assert
that the capitalist state must perform
certain functions for the reproduction of
capitalism; it is quite another to say ex-
plicitly what it is in the organization of the
state and in its relations to the riddle of society that keep it playing its
reproductive function. Since the state is a
site and a product of class struggle, and not reducible to an instrument of the capi-
talist class, it is constantly subject to
pressures and limits set by the market,
class action, ideology, etc.
We also, therefore, prefer to think of the "reform" process by which new
state institutions, laws, etc., come into
being as a process of social experimenta-
tion, in which the participants discover
what is in what is not possible in the
way of change, given the structural charac-
teristics of a society of capitalist produc-
tion. (Cf. Walker and Stoper,
forthcoming.)
30. This is clearest in the field of pub-
licity regulation because that is the
most complete form of government regulation.
31. Besides having control over the crucial
decisions in investment and production, Dow
has control over the disposal of the pro-
fits of its production, which can be used to
advantage in purchasing EIRs, land use studies
and occasional politicians.
32. As Davies and Davies (1975, p. 212)
pout: "No law of that kind can be enforced
successfully if there is not a high
degree of voluntary compliance."
33. This is not an absolute, functionalist
statement. The form of the state can and does come into conflict with the changing needs of capital. (See, e.g., the article on reclamation by Leyden in this issue.) The state is a social construct of laws, institutions, rules of behavior, and real people, which arises through an historical process of class action within common conditions of culture and economy. It is not something that can be defined apart from history and social conflict. Nonetheless, the checks and balances of capitalism, such as those described here, have resulted in a predominantly functional state—else American capitalism would not long survive. The accumulated state structure in place tends to play a stabilizing role, itself becoming a barrier to change (often a barrier for capital as well as labor). Indeed, the fact of Dow's defeat shows the possibility of dysfunction. But such dysfunction tends to set in motion forces for reform of the state so that such problems will not arise in the future. This is the major thrust of our discussion of the Dow backlash and of point (5), of Part III.


35. See above, Note 22.


37. The element of appearance, or ideology, is important here. Capitalism will generate more opposition to environmental controls than is "objectively" necessary precisely because the fetishism (ideology) of capital prevents recognition of capital itself as a barrier to economic prosperity; so the recession must be blamed on something, and environmental controls are an obvious target. (Cf. Moocman, ibid., this issue.)
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